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High vacancy rates decline with University development
ByVmcDrivw
Reporter

High vacancy rales in Bowling
Green are making business
tricky for rental agencies, as well
as making finding a place to stay
easier for renters.
The current vacancy rates are
some of the highest the town has
seen, according to Mayor lohn
Quinn. He placed the rates at
over 20 percent last fall, but said
he thinks numbers will improve
this fall.
"We think that things will be
better in the fall, that the dor-

mitories are going to be full, and
that is going to give us a late
boost," Quinn said.
Quinn said the vacancy problems in the city may have started
with the number of large housing complexes that moved into
the area, when students began
moving off campus in greater
numbers.
"We went from almost no student apartmentsexcept rooming
houses to the ones that we have
now. And eight or so years ago
we had places like The Enclave
come in, and that created a glut
in the market," Quinn said.

"We think that
things will be better
in the fall."
John Quinn | BG Mayor

Local rental agencies and
complexes have been affected by
the vacancies in different ways.
Fite Rental Management
owner Linda Fite has been able
to keep her properties occupied,
though she admitted it has
taken more time than normal
to find renters.

"Everything gets filled up eventually. I try to keep my prices
modest," Fite said.
The Enclave 2, an apartment
complex located at Napoleon
and Klotz roads, has also been
affected.
"It has made the competition a lot tougher, and renters
have been doing more to lease
their apartments," Donte Harris,
director of community operations for The Enclave 2, said.
Harris said he worried the
increased vacancies were a
result of enrollment issues at
BGSU, combined with upper-

classmen staying in on-campus
housing. He was not completely
negative, however.
Despite some struggles, Harris
said large housing complexes
like The Enclave 2 have some
advantages when competing
with rental agencies.
"It's easier for us because we
have one central location, and
we can take them right into a
place and show them around,"
Harris said.
University housing has suffered in recent years, as well,
though the recent changes in
residence life have changed

that drastically.
lennifer Kilian, senior coordinator of housingadministrations
at the University, said all current construction projects have
reduced vacancies on campus.
She characterized the upcoming academic year as a transition year for on-campus housing,
which has made the assignment
process slower than usual.
"It's an interesting time
right now. We've taken down
Rodgers, so we're over-full,
and we're going to be using
every space on campus,"
Kilian said.
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COURTNEY STEUAR I THE BG NEWS

RISING STAR: Recent University graduate Taurence Armstrong at his Village Green apartment While a student. Armstrong began a talk show. "BG On TV", on WBGU

AFTERMATH: The flag hangs al half mast outside Lake High School on Tuesday afternoon Exterior and interkx building damage will cause students to continue courses at a different
location in the upcoming school year.

University alum
competes for Oprah
sponsored talk show

Tornado devastates towns
By M,.x Fllby
Reporter

Bill Brossia was one of the lucky
ones.
Although his farm in Lake
Township was littered with
debris, including a crushed
car and part of a garage door,
his barn was still standing.
Brossia has been picking up
debris off the field of his farm
since June 6.
"It's a 100 acre farm and I'd say
about 20 percent of it is covered
with debris," Brossia said. "It's
going to take another week or

two, at least, to finish, especially
if it rains."
First responders and volunteers are still working to
clean up what is left of Lake
Township and Millbury after
tornadoes devastated the community. Heavy rainfall has prevented volunteers from walking through the muddy fields
to pick up debris left over from
the storms.
Ori a scale of zero to five, the
tornado was a three, making it
the strongest Ohio tornado in
eight years. A series of tornadoes
caused damage throughout the

CAMPUS

Midwest over the weekend.
The tornado also caused
five deaths total, all occurring in Ohio, according to the
Associated Press.
While Brossia's barn was left
standing, the four surrounding houses were completely
destroyed. Down the street
from Brossia's farm, lake High
School was also destroyed by
the tornado.
The field house, main office,
classrooms, the credit union,
busses and the football field
were all virtually destroyed.
"We were able to get all of the

PULSE

student records out, so we were
really lucky in those regards,"
said lay Ackerman, Lake High
School assistant principal.
High winds also blew in windows at the middle and elementary schools, but unlike the high
school, the buildings will likely
open for school in the fall. High
school administrators will be
looking for a temporary location until reconstruction can be
completed.
"We are looking for a new
Sec TORNADO |
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By Bobby W.ddl.
Reporter

After creating a successful talkshow formula for last year's inaugural "BG On TV" broadcast,
University graduate and broadcast journalism major Taurence
Armstrong plans to take it to the
international level.
Armstrong submitted his
audition video for "TheTaurence
Armstrong Show" to Oprah.com
as part of her "Your Own Show"

SPORTS

contest, where five finalists are
granted an opportunity to win a
time-slot on Oprah's future television network.
During his time at the
University, Armstrong worked as
a radio host for WBGU, worked
at the BG News and formed his
own company, Pillar, to produce
a magazine and radio show,
according to Linkedln.com.
See CONTEST | Page 2
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Tornado hits Wood County

Summer provides entertainment

Baseball camp prepares players

See photos of the damage a tornado

The BG News staff review albums, songs, television

BG's camp for young players is a

inflicted upon Lake Township Saturday.

shows and culinary arts that attempt to entertain

tradition for the baseball team and

which destroyed Lake High School and

during the summer months, offering their picks on

coaches, and can help future Falcons
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MONICA MARSH
Sophomore. Undecided
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and get wisdom."
"I want my actions to match
my desires, I want someone
to care about me," Armstrong
said. "I'm so in tune with that,
and that allows me to really be
a host that is the utmost empathetic, because I understand."
Armstrong said that the show
will cover topics ranging from
pop culture, current events and
feature musical performances
to expand upon the format he
created for BG On TV.
"We are here to help you juice
up your life," Armstrong said.
"There is no reason why that
can't be fun."
Armstrong's enthusiasm has
impressed faculty, as well.
"He's just such a likable
guy," journalism professor
lim Foust said. "I think it is
very possible Ithat his show
gets pickedl. It is certainly the
direction of his passion."
lournalism professor Victoria
Ekstrand said that Armstrong
has a natural ability to connect
with his audience, noting his
"commanding presence."
"There is a very sure look
in his eyes when you talk to
him," Ekstrand said. "He has
tremendous energy, enthusiasm |and| willingness to be
with and help people."
Armstrong acknowledged
that making connections with
people is essential for success,
crediting his production team
of telecommunications majors
for getting him through the
challenge of creating his audition tape.
"The reason why people on
TV are so good at what they do is

CONTEST

FRI.. JUNE 4
12:38 A.M.
A resident within the 1500 block of
E. Wooster St. was warned for disorderly conduct for loud noise.
12:56 A.M.
Kevin Orford. 19, of Hilton Head
Island. S.C.. was cited for underage
under the influence of alcohol and
Jesse Powell. 20, of Bluffton. S.C..
was cited for underage under the
influence of alcohol and open container of alcohol on the corner of
Ridge and North Prospect streets.
1:41A.M.
The owner of Clazel reported
receiving a threat from a subject
dfter he had words with him regarding drinks.
2:10 A.M.
T
wo male subjects received criminal
warnings for disorderly conduct for
arguing behind Kamikazes.
2 18 A.M.
Michael Wesney. 24. of Fostoria.
Ohio, was arrested for drug abuse
of marijuana within the 100 block of
N Mam St.

9:12 A.M.
Complainant reported her Verizon
Wireless Droid phone, valued at
$250. was taken from Nate and
Wally's around 12:30 a.m.
10:14 A.M.
Complainant reported her phone
was taken from Nate and Wally's
the night before.
11:47 A.M.
Matthew Alvanos. 26. of Bowling
Green, Ohio, was cited for driving
under random verification suspension on the corner of Parker Street
and Haskins Road.
4:06 P.M.
Jacalyn Metzker, 22. of McComb.
Ohio, was cited for theft within the
100 block of W. Gypsy Lane Road.
9:12 P.M.
An owner of a vehicle parked within
the 400 block of Lehman Ave. was
warned for disorderly conduct for
loud music from his vehicle.
10:41 P.M.
Roy Naugle. Jr., 34. of Bowling
Green, was cited for littering within
the 100 block of Kramer Lane.

2:46 A.M.
Two subjects were given criminal
warnings for trespassing within the
100 block of E. Court St.

11:22 P.M.
Dispatch advised officers and campus staff of tornado warning for
Wood County.

343 A.M.
A resident within the 800 block of
7th St was warned for disorderly
conduct for loud noise.

11:31 P.M.
Trevor Dienst. 18. of Rudolph. Ohio,
was cited for underage under the
influence of alcohol. Michael Harris.
25. of Rudolph. Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol. Tobias
Bixler. 19. of Jerry City. Ohio, was
cited for open container of alcohol
and underage possession of alcohol. All occurred within the 800
block of S. Main St.

10:30 A.M.
Complainant reported several
books were stolen from the Jerome
L'brary
5:28 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
person caused damage to the passenger front corner panel of her
vehicle within the 700 block of E.
Napoleon Road. Damages estimated at $150.
8:14 P.M.
Natisha Seward. 29. of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was cited for theft
withm the 2100 block of E Wooster
St.
11:34 P.M.
Brandy Bowerman. 35. of Bowling
Green, was cited for driving under
suspension/noncompliance at the
railroad tracks on East Gypsy Lane
Road.

SAT, JUNE 5
12:24 A.M.
Complainant called to report a man
and woman knocked on her front
door and told her to leave before
attempting to enter her apartment
through her bedroom window.
Police found no one upon arrival.
1:36 A.M.
A resident within the 1400 block of
Clough St. was warned for disorderly conduct for loud noise.
1:31 A.M.
Sheldon Hall. 20. of Lima. Ohio.
was arrested for underage under
the influence in Lot 1.
214 A.M.
Veronica Dines. 20. of Tiffin. Ohio,
was arrested for disorderly conduct
for fighting within the 100 block of
N. Mam St.

2:52 A.M.
Clint Damman. 26. of Bowling
Green, Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct for fighting within the
300 block of E. Wooster St.

SUN., JUNE 6
12:OOA.M.
Michael Schultz, 27. of Bradner,
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct for public urination in Lot 2.
1:54 A.M.
Johnnie Brown. 21. of Bowling
Green, and Dennis Collier. 22. of
Detroit, were cited for failure to
obey traffic control devices on the
corner of North Main and East
Court streets.
2:04 A.M.
Kyle Dudley. 18. of Bowling Green,
was cited for criminal trespass and
underage under the influence of
alcohol within the 300 block of
Conneaut Ave.
3:07 A.M.
Complainant reported seeing subjects forcing another subject into
a dark SUV and someone being
slapped within the 1000 block of N.
Main St. Units checked the area.
320 A.M.
A resident within the 400 block of
High St. was warned for disorderly
conduct for loud music.
4:23 A.M.
Eli Szymanowski. 24. of Fremont.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct/unable to care for self and
criminal trespass within the 300
block of E. Evers Ave.
12:26 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
person bent their vehicle's passenger side mirror and made marks on
the side with magic marker sometime within the last week on East
Wooster Street.
4:42 P.M.
Will Pierce. 23. of Bowling Green.

was cited for driving under suspension/failure to reinstate within the
1000 of S. Main St.
10:57 P.M.
Craig Parsons. 50, of Liberty
Center. Ohio, was arrested for
operating a vehicle while intoxicated and cited for possession of
marijuana under 100 grams on East
Wooster Street

MON., JUNE 7
12:06 A.M.
A resident within the 600 block of
Sandridge Road was warned for
disorderly conduct for loud noise.
12:38 A.M.
Joy Flores. 37, of Bowling Green,
was arrested for domestic violence
within the 200 block of Palmer Ave.
11:42 A.M.
Complainant reported the hood
and side of his vehicle were keyed
sometime overnight within the 700
block of S. College Drive.
12:56 P.M.
An orange merge left street sign
and stand, valued at $150. were
taken from North Main Street.
2:19 P.M.
A semi truck hit a sprinkler in
the loading dock of the Business
Administration Building.
3:32 P.M.
Dennis Lamb, 34, of Bowling
Green, was cited for driving under
suspension/non compliance within
the 1500 block of E. Wooster St.
5:33 P.M.
Complainant reported skateboarders on the loading dock of McFall
Center.
7:06 P.M.
Complainant reported her laptop
computer was stolen within the 700
block of N. Enterprise St.

From Page 1
While Armstrong said he
enjoys running a company, he
stressed the need to learn how
to do it correctly.
"What 1 need to do is leam my
craft inside and out," Armstrong
said. "You can't ever be a leader
if you're not willing to be led by
someone."
With three successful television internships, including
stints with PBS, CBS and ABC
News, Armstrong gained valuable insight to the entertainment industry while reinforcing
his beliefs about hard work. He
said that everyone around him
was working continuously to
keep the show going.
"It's not being willing to work
hard to get to some glorified level
and then just stop," Armstrong
said. "You have to keep it going
and you have to really believe in
what you're doing."
Working as an intern at ABC
News in New York led to an
encounter with Diane Sawyer,
who offered the interns some
simple advice: "You can change
the world, so just do it."
"It was really refreshing to
have someone at that level to
say what I knew to be true for so
long," Armstrong said.
Armstrong's goal to host a
television show is in keeping
with his passion for helping
people. In his audition tape,
he said that his show will
place emphasis on the viewer's thoughts and concerns,
calling it "your chance to give

SPEAK YOUR MIND
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12:55 A.M.
James Kramp, 53. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for domestic
violence within the 300 block of W
Merry Ave.
1:34 A.M.
A resident within the 700 block of
E. Napoleon Road was warned for
disorderly conduct for loud music.
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Fall 2010 Housing
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
fa
AND TOWNIIISI
COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
HEINZ APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

-ASK ABOUT OUR
3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM
GRADUATE EFFICIENCY /1
J& SifH Up 7*(A4fl
GREENBftlAR, INC.

TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stones from the
paper and online extras.

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

The BG News Submission Policy
POLICIES: Letters to the Editor and
Guest Columns are printed as space on
the Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest Columns
may be published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included for
verification purposes. Personal attacks,
unverified information or anonymous
submissions will not be printed.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
generally to be fewer than 500 words.
These are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally Ion
ger pieces between 400 and 700 words.
These are usually also in response to a
current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area. Two submissions per month maximum.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attach
ment to thenews@bgnews.com with
the subject line marked letter to the
Editor" or 'Guest Column.' All submissions are subject to review and editing
for length and clarity before printing
The editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at firs or her
discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

ONLINE: Go lo bgviews.com for the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY

THE BG NEWS

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

The next time you
walk by the University
Seal keep this in mind,
if you stand on the
seal at midnight and
kiss your sweetheart,
you will soon be
married.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

DID YOU KNOW...
Charlie Brown's father was a barber.
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'Come dive In crystal dear spring waters'

Find A Place To Call Home
www. prelerredpropenlescocom

Nowi the firm to barn how to dive I
Visit our museum,
get certified in
scuba diving,
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equipment or visit
our underwater
navigation coursel

$5
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Now Renting For
Summer 2010
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Hours
Mon - Fri
9am - 8pm
Sat - Sun 7:30om - 11:30pm

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
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www.oreendriarrentals.com

JESSICA HANNA
NEWS EDITOR
MATTUASSE
PULSE EDITOR
ANDREA FEHL
PHOTO EDITOR
JUSTIN ONSLOW
SPORTS EDITOR

ALAINA BUZAS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Check us out online at:

www.bgviews com

E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information Center.
Call us at 419-372-6966.
Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hail.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

11:52 P.M.
Wesley Gatling. 27. of Toledo, was
arrested on a failure to appear warrant, arrested for obstructing official
business and cited for driving under
suspension/drug suspension on
the corner of North Main and Clay
streets.

TUE., JUNE 8

HOW TO VOTE
To vote, go to Oprah.com and click
on the "Your Own Show' icon. Go
to 'Browse Auditions' and enter
'Taurence Armstrong', then click
on Taurence' Next, click on vote.

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for
letters to the editor:

11:13 P.M.
A resident within the 800 block of
E. Napoleon Road was warned for
disorderly conduct for loud music.

11:54 P.M.
A resident within the 200 block of
Lehman Ave. was warned for disorderly conduct for loud music.

that they have a team of people
around them who support and
believe in them," Armstrong
said.
Ultimately, he said it is
because he enjoys the work
that he can make it through
long nights in the editing lab,
and that his work "never gets
redundant."
"It's my coffee, it's my caffeine," Armstrong said. "I think
the sky has no limit for this type
of work."
While he would love to receive
his own talk show, Armstrong
said he is considering becoming
a news reporter if he does not
win the Oprah contest.
"It would certainly be great if
this happened, but I'm still going
to be myself if I don't get this,"
Armstrong said. "1 still really
believe that there is something
out there for me that is going to
be transformative."
Right now, Armstrong wants
people to vote. Voting can be
repeated infinitely until July 3,
Armstrong said he wants
people to spread the word
through Facebook by posting
his video to their statuses. He
previously had success raising
money for his ABC internship
through the website.
"Facebook really helped me
back then, hopefully Facebook
can help me right now."
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OFFICE HOURS
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530 S. Maple St.
419-352-9378
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET

M were a talk show host, who would you have on your show?
"Regis Philbin."

Jack Nicholson."

k

Barbara Walters."

'President Obama"

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

VICTORIA JONES,
Sophomore.
Environmental Studies

TORNADO
From Paqe 1

place to call home, while trying
to keep the students together,"
Ackerman said.
Although there is no time line
set up for school reconstruction,
workers have already managed
to cap a gas leak and will soon be
tackling Internet and power outages in the school district.
Lake High School was supposed to hold its commencement in the now destroyed field
house of the high school on
lune 6, The ceremony was postponed until lune 8 at Owens
Community College.
"They've really stepped up
as far as the ceremony goes,"
Ackerman said about Owens.
"The disaster will be mentioned,
but it won't be the entire ceremony; it's time to move forward."
In an attempt to aid Lake
Township and Millbury, Andrew
Zepeda announced "Andrew Z's
Restaurant Relief" during his
morning radio show on 92.5 Kiss
FM. On lune 10, area restaurants
will be donating 15 percent of
their total sales to the American
Red Cross for tornado relief.
The idea began with one
local bar in Oregon that plans
to donate 15 percent of its total
sales.
"It snowballed from there,
and in one hour we had 24 businesses," Zepeda said. "It's cool
because people are so willing
and want to help in some way."
Zepeda's own restaurant,
Andrew Z's Sports Pizzeria and
Bar, will also be participating in
the relief program.

KYLE JOHNSON.
Senior.
Accounting

BRITTANY STRAWMAN.
Graduate Student.
Biology

side of the highway

Photos by Courtney Stellar
Tne BG News

Faculty voice:

It's our choice.
What will collective bargaining bring?
A voice. Collective bargaining ensures faculty
representation in decision-making.

Ohio

- American Red Cross. Greater
Toledo Area Chapter - 419-5292900 or toloharc@usa.redcross.org.
- ISOH/IMPACT - 419-878-8548 or
minrstries@isohimpact.org.
- Wood County Emergency
Management Agency - 419-5549269.

feedback at bgviews.com.

Intervention Specialist

■^xm-

Excellence. When faculty needs are met
fairly, students benefit from a mission-centered
education. Everyone wins.

- Adam's Place. Toledo
- Arthur Treachers Fish and Chips,
Fremont. Ohio
- Blue Pacrfk; Grill in Levis Commons
- Cafe Marie- Perrysburg location
- Cake In A Cup. Toledo
- Chucks Bar and Grill. Toledo
- Chuck E Cheese Airport Highway
location. Toledo
- CiCi's Pizza. Toledo
- City Barbeque. Toledo
- Haven Lounge. Swanton. Ohio
- JoJos Pizza - Toledo. Sylvania. and
Walbridge. Ohio locations
- Little Caesars Pizza - Deveaux
Village. West Alexis, and Lewis
Avenue. Toledo
- Mancy's - Mancy's Steak. Mancy's
Italian. Shorty's, Blue Water Grill
- Moody's Coney Island. Northwood.
Ohio
- Shubte's Ice Cream and Gnll
- Sonic - Rossford. Oregon and Bryan,
Ohio, locations
- The Vilage Idiot. Maumee
-Waffle House. Perrysburg

- The SaK/ation Army. Northwest
Ohio Area Services - Contact
Elizabeth Schwandt by phone at
419-241-1130 or e-mail Elizabeth
SchwandKf'USE.SalvationArmyorg.

J

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Bill
Brossia picks up debns from the fields of his
farm after tornadoes destroyed the four surrounding houses A car left by the storm, sits
on the edge of Brossias farm. Workers asses
the damage done to local buildings in Lake
Township The roof of a building sits on the

- Andrew Z's Sports Pizzeria in downtown Toledo and Levis Commons
- Luckies Barn and Grill. Oregon.

- The United Way - Contact the
Volunteer Reception Center by
phone at 211.

today's People On The

I LINDSAY WAGNER.
[Junior.
i to Moderate

Debris litters fields, damages homes

PARTICIPATING
RESTAURANTS

OTHER WAYS TO
LEND A HAND

/,<£§

Tradition. The American Association of
University Professors has a ninety-live year
history of advocating job security as a basic
requirement of academic freedom.
Competitive Salaries. Faculty at unionized campuses negotiate better salaries and
benefits, making it easier to recruit and retain lop notch colleagues.
Collaboration. The BGSU Faculty Association is democratic, participator}', representative, and responsive. It provides a venue
for faculty to come together for the common
good.

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS
ALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Sile Laundry Facilities
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet S Appliances
Rent Payable Online

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED
HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED
BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

I — :! I
STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

Lease Renewal Bonuses

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

Referral Award Bonuses

WATER/SEWER/TRASH

Off Street & Guest Packing

INCLUDED

Recycling Program

Call Us About Our Specials!

400 E. Napoleon Rd.

125 Clay - Starting at $335
131 Clay - Starting at $340

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com
i

Transparency. A negotiated contract will
require the administration to operate with a new
level of transparency and engage-menl We can
all be part of the solution.

Vote "yes"
for collective bargaining.

winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.rvinthropterrace.com

Fewer Bills and a Better Value

117 N. Main St. $350

Recourse. The BGSU Faculty Association is
democratic, participatory, representative, and
responsive. Il provides a venue for faculty to
come together for the common good.

The BGSU Faculty Association
www.bgsu-fa.org

• One bedroom apartments
• Close to downtown
,
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CRITICS'
CHOICE
ew rapper B.o.B. makes
great pop record

Pulse reporters dissect and dish
on five aspects of pop culture

NEWEST OBSESSION
PRETTY IMPRESSIVE

irtrtrCrto

GOOD EFFORT

irtrtrCrto

OVER BEFORE IT STARTED
TURN IT OFF

'Spaced' is a blast from British television past
TV
RE VI EW

By Zach Gas*
Pulse Reporter

Bobby Hay Simmons is not to be pigeonholed.
One can't define his music in a single genre, he can do it all. He
raps, sings, plays guitar, plays piano, plays trumpet and produces.
He mixes elements of hip-hop, rock, reggae and various others into
his 12-track introduction to the world.
His highly anticipated debut album, "B.o.B Presents: The
Adventures of Bobby Ray" hit the shelves on April 27 after being
pushed up from its original May 25 release date due to the success
of his chart-topping lead single, "Nothing on You."
The album features guest appearances from rap's elite
(Eminem, T.I. and Lupe Fiasco) as well as big name singers from
the pop and rock worlds (Hayley Williams of Paramore and
Weezer's Rivers Cuomo).
The album kicks off with the hard-hitting 808s and rolling keys
of the self-produced "Don't Let Me Fall," followed by "Nothing on
You" and the Lupe Fiasco assisted "Past My Shades."
Ray's Adventures heavily features a pop-oriented sound, which
can be a turn-off to pure hip-hop fans. The poppiness of tracks
7-9 ("Kids," "Magic" and "Fame") can be a little grating for hip
hop listeners. "Kids" uses an awkward interpolation of Vampire
Weekend's "the Kids Don't Stand a Chance," which doesn't do
the original justice. "Magic" features an extremely radio-friendly
hook provided Rivers Cuomo. And "Fame" features some of the
best rapping on the disc, but is lost in the sing-song hook and
unnecessary chant.
The sole traditional hip-hop song on the album, "Bet I," features
guest verses from label-mates T.l. and Playboy Tre. It sounds a
little out of place and would have been better suited for one of
Ray's mixtapes.
While the album isn't short of catchy, feel-good songs perfect for
the summer, B.o.B's subject matter throughout is pretty unoriginal
and superficial. The record may be lacking in any lyrical dexterity
and there aren't any stand-out bad songs to be found. It is a very
fun, laid-back record that one would think a 21-year old would
make. Bobby Ray simply crafted an excellent pop record.

'Prince of Persia fails to show
substance as summer blockbuster

•*•••

By Marifha Pictrowiki
Pulse Reporter

Since Ihe television is largely full of reruns and lackluster new
programming right now, summer is the perfect opportunity to discover shows that went under the radar in their initial run.
For those who appreciate clever and silly comedies from over the
pond, "Spaced" is a great summer discovery'. Airing from 1999-2001,
Simon Pegg and Nick Frost (both from "Shaun of the Dead" and
"Hot Fuzz") star in this show about twentysomethings in London
attempting to survive in the new millennium.
Pegg's character, Tim Bisley, shares a flat with aspiring writer
Daisy Steiner (Jessica Stevenson) and an array of fellow building
dwellers and friends (such as Frost's gun-loving Mike Watt) that
create an interesting living environment. Tim and Daisy are fairly
apathetic, and they must fight these tendencies in order to find happiness in their lives.
Filled with hilarious popular culture references and lovable,
relatable characters, "Spaced," like the movies Pegg and Frost made
together (with director Edgar Wright, who isalso behind this show),
provides an outright hilarious look at modern life. Anyone who
enjoyed their movies is likely to enjoy "Spaced."
Since it's not the newest show, some of the pop culture references
may be a bit outdated.
However, these references, such as Pegg's character's outrage
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over "Star Wars: Episode I," are still relatable and ridiculously funny
in 2010.
The short-but-sweet series only lasted 14 episodes, so even those
with the busiest summer schedules can make time for the show.
All of the episodes are available for free viewing on Hulu.com, and
the entire series, complete with plenty of extra features, is available
on DVD.
Looking for more television commentary and recommendations? Check out my blog, Tantalizing TV, at http://tantalizingtv.
blogspot.com/.

Current top 40 tunes show promise, provide catchy summer listening
SONG *****> ***£A ••••• ****£ ****£
REVIEWS
By Malt Llau*
Pulse Editor

WoobOO
Between The lines
by Christina Agiillera feat, by Stone Temple Pilots
Nlckl Mina)

Neutron Star Collision (Love
Is Forever)
by Muse

1 hid Your Love
by Drake

My First Kiss
by30H13FeaLKe$ha

Aguilera's first single off her new
album "Bionic" was a little too
GaGa. This time, Christina shines.
The Aguilera name comes with
a reputation to unite women
together with sexuality and vocals
that can shatter glass. A song with
lyrics like, "you know you want to
put your lips where my hips are,"
combined with the newest ravedabout female rapper in the industry, leaves little room for failure.

This song paints the picture
of the love everyone yearns for.
The mix of poetic lyrics, Matthew
Bellamy's Freddie Mercurysounding vocals, the uprising
chorus and the soothing piano
ending make this track a beautiful
addition to the band's wide collection of perfect tunes.

At first glance, there's nothing
even remotely close to Drake's
typical flair in this song. Look at
the production notes and you'll
see why.
Producer of the track. Kanye
West, offers what sounds like an
ounakeofhis'808sandHeartbreak'
album. The track shows versatility
in Drake. He shows he has vocals,
not just rhymes, and can pull off
emotion on this club-banger.

30113 is a little genius band,
genius in not taking itself too
seriously. They are the masters of
making someone smile with their
humorous songs' themes.
The beats in this song are perfect for a clap-along and the lyrics
feature innocent, playful sexuality.
Ke$ha's role in the song is pretty
useless, though.

It's good to see Stone Temple
Pilots finally back together (and
sober). But when it comes to
comeback tunes, this one is just
so-so. The energy is exceptional
on the track, but becomes too
much toward the end, and the
repetitive lyrics in the chorus are
just mediocre. With that said,
Scon Weiland's vocals and the
guitar solo are the finest parts of
the tune.
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Revolver event pleases palate
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By Amanda McGulra Rzicznak
Food Columnist

After a celebrity chef charity
event at Revolver Restaurant in
Find lay this past Thursday, diners left extremely satisfied and
thrilled to help a good cause.
To aid the Franciscan Earth
Literacy Center, Top Chef contestant Valerie Bolon united
with Chef Andrew Maykuth
from The Admiral in Asheville,
N.C.; Chef lames Lohsc from
the Watermark in Nashville;
and Pastry Chef Erin Mooney
from BIT Steak in Atlanta.
Without the ingenuity and
generosity of Revolver coowner and Chef Michael
Bulkowski. the event wouldn't
have been possible.
"I feel honored to cook with
friends and help Sister Rita's
cause," Chef Bulkowski said.
With its seasonal ingredients
from local farms, the menu,
which was paired with wines
from Ampelography, Raptor
Ridge Winery and 55 Degrees,
was outstanding.
The service began with
a lively and light English pea
amuse-bouche with serrano
ham puree and lemon confit.

PERSIA
From Page 4

By Vinco Driver
Pulse Reporter

"Prince of Persia: The Sands
of lime" could be criticized
for having an almost all white
cast despite portraying Persian
characters, its exotic treatment
of foreign women, its shallow examination of political
themes or any number of academic failings.
But what it should be criticized for is being a terrible
movie in every respect.
This film will be defended as
a mindless popcorn muncher,
something to be seen for fun but
not to be taken very seriously.
Unfortunately it fails at being
fun or even mildly amusing,
instead turning into a plodding
bore despite being less than two
hours and full of chase scenes.
The plot essentially boils down
to the hero finding a magic dagger, then losing it, then getting it

with the berries' tartness.
Chef Mooney's second dessert of soft chocolate with tres
leches cake and mole crunch
was a grand finale of flavor fireworks with its sweetness, salt
and heat; a perfect finish to an
extraordinary meal.

back and so forth while supporting characters die, until no more
characters can die.
That's when the magic dagger kicks in and fixes everything,
erasing about an hour of run
time in the film. It is unfortunate
that it stopped there, because
had the entire 116 minutes
been returned, I would be able
to spend that time doing something more worthwhile such as
watching grass grow or eating
paint chips.
Despite the efforts of a few
supporting characters, most of
the acting in this film ranges
from wooden to uninspired.
Its quite an accomplishment
to make dialogue boring when
every sentence contains some
combination of the words
armageddon, destiny and
guardian, but somehow the
cast worked really hard to make
sure it happened.
Oscar nominated star lake
Gyllenhaal could not overcome
die painful banter written for
him, and Gemma Arterton did
not fare better as his love interest. The only exception was

Alfred Molina, performing well
in his comic relief role, which
for reasons unknown included
attempts at political overtones
that failed miserably.
Even the special effects, which
are supposed to be the redeeming factor in movies like this,
looked awkward and primitive.
In comparison to other video
game films, the CGI would be
comparable to lara Croft: Tomb
Raider, which is almost nineyears
old. The time rewind sequences
made Gyllenhaal's arms look like
volcanic faults for some reason
that is never explained.
This is the strongest argument
against video game films yet,
because it only exists to reference
and cash in on its existing franchise. The plot is little more than
an excuse to string together high
flying chase scenes, swashbuckling and time rewind sequences.
It never takes a chance at going
beyond the formula of the game.
At least Super Mario didn't just
reproduce the game for the big
screen, and that is what makes
the Prince of Persia one of the
worst video game films yet.

www.bgviews com
HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available Immediately
704 Second St. ■

710 Elm St. ■

Three bedrooms. $930 00 per
montti plus utilities. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10 -5/7-11.

Three bedrooms. $740 00 per
month plus utilities Deposit
$740 00. Has washer, dryer Limit
3 people Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10-5/7-11.

Available August 19, 2010
723 Sixth St. -

256 S. College *A-

Three bedrooms $510.00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. Tenants do not have
use of garage.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11

Three bedrooms. $740.00 per month
plus utilities. Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11

712 Second #A&BTwo bedrooms in each unit. $600.00
per month plus utilities. Has
dishwasher, C/A Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

725 Sixth St. ■
Three bedrooms $930.00 per month
plus utilities Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
Lease 8/19/10- 8/6/11

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
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so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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DISHLICIOUS: Top Chef contestant Valerie Bolon's Axis Venison with apple-beet-potato
gtatin and asparagus-fennel salad.
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Yet again Debi and Michael
Bulkowski hosted a successful culinary event that
exceeded diners' expectations but, more importantly,
helped the Franciscan Earth
Literacy Center.

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:
GOLDEN GIRL DIES: Rue McQanahan. the Emmy-winning
star of "the Golden Girls." died last Thursday at the age of 76.
She passed at the New York Presbyterian Hospital or a brain
hemorrhage, where she had also undergone treatment for breast
cancer in 1997 and had heart bypass surgery last year.

GOSSIP GIRL STAR BUSTED: Gossip Girl" star Chace
Crawfod was arrested in Piano. Texas early Friday morning for
posession of less than two ounces of marijuana. He was released
on bond, and could face jail time.

SURVIVOR' PRODUCER ARRESTED: An arrest warrant
for TV producer Bruce Beresford-Redman has been issued for
the death of his wife at a Cancun resort in April. BeresfordRedman was briefly detained after his wife's body was found in a
sewer at the Moon Palce Resort. He recently returned home to
Los Angeles to see his two young children.

TECHCONNECT
Connecting minds, motivation and money

Whether you're a seasoned entrepreneur looking to start your next business
or you have an idea written on a napkin and don't know where to go to find
out information on start-up funds or services, Tech Connect is THE place to
be on June 16, 2010.
Event Details
Place:

Toledo Club
235 14th Street

Date:

Wednesday, June 16, 2010

Time:

5:00-8:00 p.m.

Cost:

Free

Register: www.rgplaunch.com
S100 exhibit tables are available

830 Scott Hamilton ■
Three bedrooms. 2 baths $850.00
per month plus utilities Has A/C.
Limit 5 people Limit 5 cars
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
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The dish beautifully awoke the
palate and teased diners.
Chef Bulkowski's chicken
consomme delicately balanced
earthy flavors with a hint of
lemon. The goat cheese raviolis
and fava beans gave the dish
texture while the chicken meatballs and chanterelle mushrooms added layers of flavor.
The subtle bacon flavor in
Chef Maykuth's wild Alaskan
halibut gave the dish a wonderful smokiness that highlighted
playfulness between the vidalia
onion, piccolo, maitake mushrooms and English peas.
A dish that brought the dining
room to silence before it burst
into praise was Chef Lohse's
pork belly with radish puree
and smoked pak choi. Clean
and simple, this dish was velvety and comforting.
Diner and BGSU General
Studies Writing instructor Dan
Rzicznek said, "The pork belly
was magical."
Chef Bolon's much-anticipated dish furthered the momentum of the meal. The axis venison with apple-beet-potato gratin and asparagus-fennel salad
brought together sweet and tart,
light and rich; it successfully
married several flavor combinations.
To round out this exceptional meal, pastry Chef Mooney
lightened the palate with red
wine-soaked strawberries.
While the dish paid flawless
homage to spring in Ohio, it's
pairing with a rose conflicted

Check us out online at:

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

TECHCONNECT is dedicated to enhancing Northwest Ohio's entrepreneurial technology spirit
with a program designed to connect entrepreneurs and researchers with technology professionals, investors, and those interested in technology-based economic development.

Launch
ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY

Rocket Ventures I
TECHNOLOGY ... REALIZED

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. j.-o.s bom laco Be*

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

843 Sixth St.
801 Fifth St.
803 Fifth St.

This event is sponsored by the Regional Growth Partnership along with its programs,
Launch and Rocket Ventures.

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

Affordable two bedroom
apartments starting at $435.00
per month
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Pulse reporters dissect and dish
on five aspects of pop culture
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GOOD EFFORT

'Spaced' is a blast from British television past

**•*&
By Zach Gasa
Puke Reporter

Hobby Ray Simmons is not to be pigeonholed.
One can't define his music in a single genre, be can do it all. He
raps, sings, plays guitar, plays piano, plays trumpet and produces.
1 le mixes elements of hip-hop, rock, reggae and various others into
his 12-track introduction to the world.
His highly anticipated debut album, "B.o.B Presents: The
Adventures of Bobby Ray" hit the shelves on April 27 after being
pushed up from its original May 25 release date due to the success
of his chart-topping lead single, "Nothing on You."
The album features guest appearances from rap's elite
(Eminem, T.I. and l.upe Fiasco) as well as big name singers from
the pop and rock worlds (llayley Williams of Paramore and
Weezer's Rivers Cuomo).
The album kicks off with the hard-hitting 80Hs and rolling keys
of the self-produced "Don't Let Me Fall," followed by "Nothing on
You" and the l.upe Fiasco assisted "Past My Shades."
Ray's Adventures heavily features a pop oriented sound, which
can be a turn-off to pure hip-hop fans. The poppiness of tracks
7-9 ("Kids." "Magic" and "lame"! can hi' a little grating for hip
hop listeners. "Kids" uses an awkward interpolation of Vampire
Weekend's "the Kids Don't Stand a Chance." which doesn't do
the original justice. "Magic" features an extremely radio-friendly
hook provided Rivers Cuomo. And lame" features some of the
best rapping on the disc, but is losl in the sing-song hook and
unnecessary chant.
guest verses from label-mates T.I. and Playboy Ire. It sounds a
little out of place and would have been better suited for one of
Hay's mixtapes.
While the album isn't short of catchy, feel-good songs perfect for
the summer. B.o.B's subject mallei throughout is pretty unoriginal
and superficial. The record may be lacking in any lyrical dexterity
and there aren't any stand-out bad songs lo be found. It is a very
fun, laid-back record thai one would think a 21-year old would
make. Bobby Ray simply crafted an excellent pop record.

'Prince of Persia fails to show
substance as summer blockbuster

*****

By Marisha Piatrowski

MOVIE
REVIEW

Pulse Reporter

Since the television is largely full of reruns and lackluster new
programming right now, summer is the perfect opportunity to discover shows that went under the radar in their initial run.
lor those who appreciate clever and silly comedies from over (he
pond. "Spaced" is a great summer discovery. Airing from 1999-2001,
Simon Pegg and Nick Frost (both from "Shaun of the Dead" and
"Hot FUZZ") star in this show about twentysomethings in London
attempting to survive in the new millennium.
Pegg's character, Tim Bisley, shares a Hat with aspiring writer
Daisy Steiner (Jessica Stevenson) and an array of fellow building
dwellers and friends (such as Frost's gun-loving Mike Watt) that
create an interesting living environment. Tim and Daisy are fairly
apathetic, and they must fight these tendencies in order to find happiness in their lives.
Filled with hilarious popular culture references and lovable,
relatable characters, "Spaced," like the movies I'egg and Frost made
together (with director Edgar Wright, who is also behind this show),
provides an outright hilarious look at modern life. Anyone who
enjoyed their movies is likely to enjoy "Spaced."
Since it's not the newest show, some of the pop culture references
may be a bit outdated.
However, these references, such as Pegg's character's outrage

ALBUM
REVIEW

rhe sole traditional hip-hop song on the album, "Bel I," features

TURN IT OFF

TV
REVIEW

ew rapper B.o.B. makes
great pop record

over "Star Wars: Kpisode I. "are still relatableand ridiculously funnv
in 2010.
The short-but-sweet series only lasted 14 episodes, so even those
with the busiest summer schedules can make time for the show.
All of the episodes are available for free viewing on I lulu.com, and
the entire series, complete with plenty of extra features, is available
on DVD.
Looking for more television commentary and recommendations? Check out my blog. Tantalizing TV, at bttp://tantalizinglv.
blogspot.com/.

Current top 40 tunes show promise, provide catchy summer listening
SONG ****& irtrtrCrtr ***** ****# ****#
REVIEWS
By Matt Liana
Pulse Editor

Yvoohoo
Between The Lines
by Christina Agullera feat, by Stone Temple Pilots
\icki Mlnaj

Neutron Star Collision (Love
Is Forever)
by Muse

Find Your Love
by Drake

My First Kiss
by30H!3Feat.Ke$ha

Aguilcra's first single off her new
album "Bionic" was a little too
GaGa.This time, Christina shines.
The Aguilera name comes with
a reputation to unite women
together with sexuality and vocals
that can shatter glass. A song with
lyrics like, "you know you want to
put your lips where my hips are,"
combined with the newest ravedabout female rapper in the industry, leaves little room for failure.

This song paints the picture
of the love everyone yearns for.
I'he mix of poetic lyrics. Matthew
Bellamy's Freddie Mercurysounding vocals, the uprising
chonis and the soothing piano
ending make this track a beautiful
addition to the band's wide collection of perfect times.

At first glance, there's nothing
even remotely close to Drake's
ivpic.il flair in this song, look al
the production notes and you'll
see why.
Producer of the track, Kanye
West, offers what sounds like an
otmakeofhis'BOHsand I leartbreak'
album. The track shows versatility
in Drake. I le shows he has vocals,
not just rhymes, and can pull off
emotion on this club-banger.

:i()ll!:t is a little genius band,
genius in not taking itself too
seriously. They are the masters of
making someone smile with their
humorous songs' themes.
The beats in this song are perfect for a clap-along and the lyrics
feature innocent, playful sexuality.
Ke$ha's role in the song is pretty
useless, though.

It's good to see Stone Temple
hlots finally back together (and
sober). But when it comes to
comeback tunes, this one is just
so-so. The energy is exceptional
on the track, but becomes too
much toward the end, and the
repetitive lyrics in the chonis are
just mediocre, With that said,
Scott Weiland's vocals and the
guitar solo are the finest parts of
the tune.
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Revolver event pleases palate
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By Amanda McGuir* Rzicznak
Food Columnist
After a celebrity chef charity
event at Revolver Restaurant in
I indlay this past Thursday, diners Kit extremely satisfied and
thrilled to help a jjood cause.

The dish beautifully awoke the
palate and teased diners.
Chef Bulkowski's chicken
consomme delicately balanced
earthy flavors with a hint of
lemon. The goal cheese raviolis
and lava beans gave the dish
texture while the chicken meatballs and chanterelle mushrooms added layers of flavor.
The subtle bacon flavor in
Chef Maykuth's wild Alaskan
halibut gave the dish a wonder
fill smokiness thai highlighted
playfulness between the vidalia
onion, piccolo, maitake mushrooms and English peas.

To aid the Franciscan Earth
Literacy Center. Top Chef contestant Valerie ilolou united
with Chef Andrew Maykulh
from The Admiral in Asheville,
\.C; Chef lames I.ohse from
the Watermark in Nashville;
and Pastry Chef Krin Mooney
from HI I Steak in Atlanta.
Without the ingenuity and
generosity of Revolver coowner and Chef Michael
Bulkowski, the event wouldn't
have been possible.
T feel honored to cook with
friends and help Sister Rita's
cause," Chef Bulkowski said.
With its seasonal ingredients
from local farms, the menu,
which was paired with wines
from Ampelography, Raptor
Ridge Winery and 55 Degrees.
was outstanding,
I he service began with
a lively and light I iiglish pea
anuisc-bouche with serrano
ham puree and lemon confil.

PERSIA
From Page 4

By Vine* Driver
Pulse Reporter
"Prince ol Persia: The Sands
of lime'' could be criticized
for having an almost all while
cast despite portraying I'eisian
characters, its exotic treatment
of foreign women, its shallow examination of political
themes or any number of academic tailings.
liul what it should be criticized for is being a terrible
movie in every respect.
This film will be defended its
a mindless popcorn muncher.
something to be seen for fun hut
not lo lx' taken very seriously.
Unlorlunalcly il fails at being
fun or even mildly amusing,
instead turning into a plodding
bore despite being less than iwo
hours and full of chase scenes.
The plot essentially boils down
to the hero finding a magic dag
ger, then losing il, then gelling il

light and rich; it successfully
married several flavor combinations,
lb round out this exceptional meal, pastry Chef Mooney
lightened the palate with red
wine soaked
strawberries.
While the dish paid flawless
homage lo spring in Ohio, it's
pairing with a rose conflicted

back and so forth while supporting characters die, until no more

characters can die.
Thai's when [he magic dagger kicks in and fixes everything,
erasing about tin hour of nin
lime in the film. It is unfortunate
that il slopped there, because
had the entire lib minutes
been returned, I would be able
lo spend that time doing something more worthwhile such as
watching grass grow or eating
paint chips.
Despite the efforts of 8 few
supporting characters, most of
the ailing in this film ranges
from wooden to uninspired.
It's quite an accomplishment
to make dialogue boring when
every sentence contains some
combination of the words
armageddon.
destiny and
guardian, but somehow tineas! worked really hard lo make
sure il happened.

Oscar nominated star lake
I i\ llenhaal could not overcome
the painful battler written for

him, and Gemma Arterton did
not fare heller as his love interest. The only exception was

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available Immediately
710 Elm St. Three bedrooms $740.00 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
$740.00. Has washer, dryer Limit
3 people. Limit 3 cars
Lease 5/15/10 -5/7-11.

Available August 19, 2010
723 Sixth St. •
Three bedrooms. S510.00 per
month plus utilities Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Tenants do not have
use ol garage
Lease 8/19/10-8/6711.

712 SecondHA8BTwo bedrooms in each unit $600 00
per month plus utilities Has
dishwasher C/A Limit 2 people
Limit 2 cars
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

256 S. College #AThree bedrooms $740.00 per month
plus utilities Limit 4 people
Limit 4 cars
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

725 Sixth St. Three bedrooms $930.00 per month
plus utilities Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6711

Families wilh children welcome to apply lor any rental unit.
We hav* many •parkiMMs avtUiWi. Stop in th« Rental Office for a brochure
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DISHLICIOUS: lop Chef conti
giadn and asparagus-fennel salad

319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across Iron. Taco Belli

843 Sixth St.
801 Fifth St.
803 Fifth St.
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with the berries' tartness
Chef Mooney s second dessert of soli chocolate wilh Ires
leches cake and mole crunch
was a grand finale of flavor lireworks with its sweetness, salt
and heat; a perfect finish to an
extraordinary meal.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Vet again Debi and Michael
Bulkowski hosted a successful culinary even! tli.il
exceeded diners' expectations hut, more importantly,
helped the Franciscan Earth
Literacy Center.

Alfred Molina, performing well

■

THIS WEEK
INENTERTAI

in his comic relief role, which
for reasons unknown included
attempts at political overtones
thai failed miserably.
Hven the special effects, which
are supposed to be the redeeming factor in movies like this,
looked awkward and primitive.
In comparison lo other video
game films, the CGI would he
comparable to Lara Craft Tomb
Haider, which isalntosi nine v eai S
old. I he lime rewind sequences
made (iyilcnhaal s arms look like
volcanic faults for some reason
thai is never explained.
This is the strongest argument
against video game films yet.
because il onlyexisls to reference
and cash in on its existing franchise. The plot is little more than
an excuse to string together high
flying chase stems, swashbuckling and time rewind sequences,
Il never lakes a chance at going
beyond the formula of the game.
At least Super Mario didn't jusl
reproduce the game for the big
screen, and that is what makes
the Prince Of Persia one of the
worst video game films \ el.

r?

GOLDEN GIRL DIES: Rue McClanahan. the Emmy-winning
star of "tne Golden Girls." died last Thursday at the age of 76.
She passed at the New York Presbyterian Hospital of a brain
hemorrhage, where she had also undergone treatment for breast
cancer in 1997 and had heart bypass surgery last year.
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GOSSIP GIRL STAR BUSTED: "Gossip Girl- star Chace
Crawfod was arrested in Piano. Texas early Friday morning for
posession of less than two ounces of marijuana. He was released
on bond, and could face jail time.

SURVIVOR PRODUCER ARRESTED: An arrest warrant
for TV producer Bruce Beresford-Redman has been issued for
the death of his wife at a Cancun resort in April. BeresfordRedman was briefly detained after his wife's body was found in a
sewer at the Moon Pake Resort He recently returned home to
Los Angeles to see his two young children.

TECHCONNECT^
Connecting minds, motivation and money '■^^'^

Whether you're a seasoned entrepreneur looking to start your next business
or you have an idea written on a napkin and don't know where to go to find
out information on start-up funds or services, Tech Connect is THE place to
be on June 16, 2010.
Event Details
Place:

Toledo Club
235 14th Street

Date:

Wednesday, June 16, 2010

Time:

5:00-8:00 p.m.

Cost:

Free

Register: www.rgplaunch.com
S100 exhibit tables are available
TECHCONNECT is dedicated to enhancing Northwest Ohio's entrepreneurial technology spirit
with a program designed to connect entrepreneurs and researchers with technology professionals, investors, and those interested in technology-based economic development.

Launch

Rocket Ventures
TECHNOLOGY

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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PREPARATIONS: (From led to right) CheK Valet* Bobn and Andrew Vjylulh begin
[dating tlie Wild Alaskan Hailbut as wait stall look on

ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260

8
5
2
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830 Scott Hamilton Three bedrooms. 2 baths $850 00
per month plus utilities Has A/C
Limit 5 people Limit 5 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

4

6

vety and comforting.
Diner and BCSU Ceneral
Studies Writing instructor Dan
R/.ic/nek said, The pork belly
was magical.''
Chef Union's much-anticipated dish furthered the momentum of the meal. I he axis venison with apple-beet-potato gratin and asparagus-fennel salad

brought together sweet and tart,

9
5

A dish that brought the dining

www.bgyievfs.com

Three bedrooms $930.00 per
month plus utilities Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10 -5/7-11.

7

room to silence before it burst
into praise was Chef l.ohse's
pork belly with radish puree
and smoked pak choi. Clean
and simple, this dish was vel-

Check us out online at:

704 Second St. -

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

REHUZeO

•

This event is sponsored by the Regional Growth Partnership along with its programs.
Launch and Rocket Ventures.

Newlove Rentals
332 S Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

• Affordable two bedroom
apartments starting at $435.00
per month
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I like enhancing their baseball skills and
having a great time with the little rascals.

RUGBY

COURTESY OF THE BGSU RUGBY FOOTBAU CiUB

TOURNAMENT: BG wing Rocco Mauer takes oil down the sideline against Indiana for one
of his 11 tries Macier was voted MVP of the weekend tournament and led the field in scoring

Mauer named
tournament Most
Valuable Player

SPORTS BRIEFS

BG's Rocco Mauer led
the USA Rugby Sevens
Collegiate Championship
Invitational held in scoring
over the weekend and was
voted the tournament MVP.
Mauer is a senior and led the
team to a third place finish in
the nationally televised inau-

BG rugby club takes
third at national tournament

Arizona State. Its losses came at the
hands ol Ohio State and tournament
champion Utah BG lost to Utah 1210 on
Saturday, which was televised nationally

The BG rugby club participated
in the USA Rugby Sevens Collegiate
Championship Invitational over the weekend and won its Challenger Final match
against Arizona State 52-12 on Sunday.

on NBC.

The sguad went 4-2 with victories
over Penn State. Army. Indiana and

gural tournament.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook

Coffey named to
Academic All M AC
Team
Senior Carmen Coffey put together a
terrific career on the Softball diamond, and
capped it off Thursday by being named to
the Academic All-MAC Team.

The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and

The tournament marks another big
milestone for the BG club, which has
become a Midwest powerhouse in recent
years. BG was one of only 16 teams invited
to the inaugural tournament in Columbus

Cofley transferred to BG two
years ago and played in 42 games
for the Falcons. She was near the
top of many offensive categories for
BG. and led the team with 18 stolen
bases
Coffey finished her senior year with a
5 68 grade point average

search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive

Junior distance runner Barbara Powers
was named to the ESPN The Magazine
Academic All-District Team Thursday.

recorded several top times for the Falcons,
including a sixth place finish at the MidAmerican Conference Championship Her
time of 11:0230 is the fifth best time in
BG history in the 3000-meter steeplechase event.

Powers runs distance for the cross
country and track and field teams She

Powers is one of only five honorees
with a perfect 40 grade point average

Powers earns ESPN The
Magazine award

instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on

BG Alumna Joyce
deserves your support

your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
FILE PHOTO i THE BG NEWS

to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.

GIVING DIRECTION: Coach Schmitz gives insiiucticwi lo freshman Taylor Rhoades eavlier in the season. Several Falcon coaches and players wdl be participating m the summer baseball camp fw area youlh on June 21 and 22.

www.twitter.com/bqncwssports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1901-The New York
Giants pound out a record 31
hits and beat the Cincinnati
Reds 25-13.
1973—Secretariat becorjies

BG baseball camp offers
valuable experience for
both youths and coaches

the first Triple Crown winner
in 25 years with a win at the
Belmont Stakes.

The List

By Zach Gas*
Reporter

After rookie phenom
Stephen Strasburg's debut
last night, we take a look
at the top five most highly
hyped MLB rookies this year.

1. Strasburg: Strasburg
was drafted first overall in
2009 and signed a record
$15 million contract
2. Heyward: Many have
compared Jason Heyward's
stroke to the legendary greats
of the game. At 20 years old.
he is making a big splash.

3. Leake: Mike Leake
made a meteoric rise to
the Show this year and has
posted a 5-0 record and a
2.22 ERA.
4. Posey: The highly
hyped Buster Posey is starting
at first base for the Giants and
began his season with three hits
and three RBIs.

5. Jackson: Austin
Jackson is only 23. but just
seems to find ways to get on
base against tough pitching. He
is hitting 325 for the Tigers.

The Falcon baseball team gives
back lo the community every
year by hosting a summer
baseball camp.
Many players and coaches will be helping with the camp that will take place on
)une 21 and 22. The camp will give children ages 7-18 an opportunity to play on
the same fields as the Falcon baseball and
Softball teams and interact with coaches
and players.
Spencer Schmitz said that the camp,
which has been run by the baseball team
for nearly 20 years, benefits the community by bringing a lot of local kids to play
and learn from I-'alcon baseball players
and coaches.
"We like to attract local kids around
the area and keep them interested in BG
baseball," Schmitz said.
I rankIierry,whoisapitcheranclinfield
er for the falcons, said that working with
the kids in the camp is a lot of fun.
"I like enhancing their baseball skills
and having a great time with the little
rascals," Berry said.
The camp will be split into two different age groups: 7-12 and 13-18. Players
in the 7-12 age group will be focusing on
fundamentals including throwing, catching and fielding. Players in the 13-18 age
group will focus on batting techniques.

The players are there to learn more
about the game and enhance their baseball skills, hut they are also there to have
fun. Berry said.
The players will get to compete in home
run derbies at the end of each day of the
camp. At the end of the camp, players
will be split into two teams and play an
exhibition game.
The camp also gives Berry, who is a
family studies major, and teammate Ryan
Schlater, an education major, experience
working with children. Schlater, a catcher,
said the camp gives him a good opportunity to wqrk with children and helps him
develop skills he will need to work with
children in the future.
"A lot of times when dealing with kids
you have to have patience," Schlater said.
The children and Falcon players are
not the only ones who benefit from the
camp. The camp gives the team's coaches
an opportunity to scout out young, local
talent that may one day become Falcons,
Schmitz said.
Several of the players on the team's current roster have attended past summer
and winter baseball camps hosted by the
Palcon baseball team.
The camp will start at 9 a.m. and last
until noon on both days. All participants
who register will receive a t-shirt. There is
a $75 registration fee for all participants.
To register for the camp, contact assistant
coach Spencer Schmitz at 419-372-7641.

<■»

SEAN SHAPIRO
SPORTS COLUMNIST
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No doubt we were robbed of
history.
With two outs in the bottom of the ninth, Detroit Tigers
pitcher Armando Galaragga
only needed to retire one more
Cleveland Indian to complete
the 21st perfect game in Major
League history and an unprecendented third perfect game
this year.
The grounder to first was
cleanly fielded and replays
show Galaragga beat the runner to the bag. This should have
led to a celebration that Tigers
fans haven't witnessed since
Magglio Ordonnez's home run
sent them to the World Series,
but it didn't.
First base umpire )im loyce, a
1977 BG graduate, emphatically
signaled safe, leading to an outcry from all those in attendance
and the social networking
world where almost everyone
who cares (and a lot of those
who don't) about baseball had
something to say via Facebook
or Twitter.
On a night when Galaragga
was perfect, Joyce wasn't.
But, you can't fault the man
for being human.
We've all made mistakes and
we've all made regrettable decisions. Unfortunately for loyce,
his mistake was made on the

largest stage.
After the game, loyce was
visibly shaken and he apologized for the botched call, and
it would have even been understandable if he had asked to get
the next day off.
But he didn't and the next
day we witnessed healing when
Galaragga presented the lineup card to loyce and the two
embraced while tears streamed
down the umpire's face.
We'll never know whether
or not Galaragga truly forgave
loyce, but either way, the umpire
deserves our support.
You should support loyce
since one mistake shouldn't
define the career of an umpire
who has done a consistent
job ever since he entered the
Major Leagues.
Or you should support loyce
since he shares a common
bond with many of you as a
resident of Northwest Ohio, or
as a Bowling Green Falcon.
Or you simply should feel
sympathy for a man who
doesn't deserve to have the
rest of his life defined by a split
second decision that very few
people ever have to make at
that speed.
So he missed one. Who
hasn't?
You can feel angry, sad,
upset or whatever other feeling you have right now, but at
the end of the day, it was just
a baseball game.
Yes we were robbed of history, but one bad call shouldn't
rob )im loyce of his future.

Reds draft big bat in first round
Grandal second catcher selected in four years
By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — The Reds went
for a catcher for the second time
in four years, taking Miami's
Yasmani Grandal with the 12th
overall pick in the first-year player draft on Monday night.
The junior was the Atlantic
Coast Conference's player of
the year, batting over .412 with
14 homers while leading the
Hurricanes to their 38th straight
NCAA tournament appearance.
He's a switch-hitter who has
gotten better at the plate during

Yasmani
Grandal
Newest catcher
for the Cincinnati
Reds

each of his three years in college.
He also threw out 40 percent
of runners this season, making
him one of the most complete
See REDS | Page 7

SPORTS
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pay up if he leaves
MSU for Cavs coaching job
IZZO Wl
By Larry Lag*
The Associated Press

Tom Izzo will owe Michigan
Stale $500,000 if he leaves to
coach the Cleveland Cavaliers.
Cutting a check shouldn't be
a problem.
A person familiar with the situation told The Associated Press
on Tuesday that Cavs owner Dan
Ciilbert and Izzo discussed terms
of a possible contract that would
pay the coach up to $6 million a
year for four or five seasons. Use
of one of Gilbert's jets has not
been discussed.
The person spoke on condition of anonymity because the
discussions were to be confidential.
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer
first reported Monday that
Gilbert and Izzo talked about
the framework of a deal, worth
about S6 million a season for up
to five years.
Izzo makes more than S3
million a season and is under
contract through 2016. Kentucky
gave John Calipari an eight-year
contract topping $31 million last
year, the largest known deal for a
college basketball coach.
According to the latest version
of Izzo's deal — which was last
signed by him on Sept. 4,2009 —
he has to pay the school $500,000
within 30 days of terminating
his employment if he takes a job

"I've taken the nocomment-on-allof-it policy, which
is a little bit unlike
Tom Izzo."
Tom Izzo I MSU head coach
in pro or college basketball.
Since the Atlanta Hawks
offered Izzo a lucrative offer to
leave Michigan State after he
won the 2000 national championship, his name has been mentioned regularly for openings in
the NBA and NCAA.
He has turned deals down in
the past, or has chosen not to
pursue possible opportunities,
but the Cavs might give him an
offer too good to refuse.
Especially, if Izzo knows
— or has a good indication
— that LeBron James will resign in Cleveland.
A message was left Tuesday
by the AP for Izzo, who didn't
confirm or deny the Cavs-related reports in a radio interview
Monday night.
"I've taken the no-commenton-all-of-it policy, which is a little bit unlike Tom Izzo," he said
on WII.S radio in Lansing, Mich.
"But I've been very consistent

with that. And maybe to close it
up, 1 would just say there are so
many things out there that are
so far-fetched right now.
"I'm the Michigan State
coach and that's what I'm
going to do right now. Who
knows what the future brings?
But it sure isn't at all like it's
maybe being speculated."
Gilbert reiterated in an e-mail
Monday to the AP the team's
policy is to not comment on
"any rumor about potential new
hires, trades, free agent signing,
etc." Complicating his coaching
search is the uncertainty surrounding lames, the jewel of the
marketplace when free agency
opens luly I. lames said in an
interview last week Cleveland
has "an edge" in re-signing him.
Izzo led the Spartans to the
Final Four this year for the sixth
time in 12 seasons. The late )ohn
Wooden at UCLA and Duke's
Mike Krzyzewski are the only
other coaches who have accomplished that feat.
If the Cavs want Izzo, they
could offer him a chance to
make twice as much as he does
in East Lansing, where he has
roots datingto 1983 when he was
hired as an assistant coach. Izzo
is from Iron Mountain, Mich.,
and has been Michigan State's
coach since the 1995-96 season.
He was promoted following )ud
Heathcote's retirement.
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The Daily Crossword Fix

PW*'

brought to you by

1 Place for letters
2 More than annoyance
3 Santayana defines it as
"redoubling your effort
when you have forgotten
your aim"
4 Common skirt feature
5 Utah state flower
6 Adequate, slangily
7 Gung-ho
8 Alhambra wall artwork
9 Saw-toothed ridge
10 "The Chns Matthews 39
Show" producer
11
package
40
12 Pub quaffs
41
13 Central Iowa city
44
21 Rome's Fontana di _ 48
22 Central U.S. state
23 Conductor Toscanini 49
24 Authority
50

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
25
26
27
34
35
36
37
38
42
43

Willy Loman's favorite son
Clothes lines
Sweet Sixteen initials
Like some history
Ballade's closing stanza
Aloe, for one
Fictional princess
Pretense
First Nations tribe
Works m Satan's Museum?
More felicitous
"Dies "
Hugh Capet, par exemple
"Tell Senator Bayh to take a
number"?
List of chaps.
Amarone or Barolo
One objecting to a called stnke
Where, to Brutus
Egotism?
_ Friday's: restaurant
Tabula

45
46
47
51
52
53
55
61
62
63
66
67
68
69
70
71

"out"

Stray
Hides
"Totally rad!"
"His Master's
Voice" co,
Carol Burnett persona
One carrying a bag
54 Banister post
55 The B'ums of the
10-Across
Like con artists
Make sound
Stem-to-stern part
Memo words
High light

28 Contest
29 Yvette's years
30
31
32
33

Scrape together, with

Far from fine
Be mature
"Hear, hear!"
Cars designed
to compete with
Corvettes

Some HDTVs

Cousin of hibiscus
Three-time NHL MVP
Resistance quashers?
Beatty of "Network"
Andean nation: Abbr,
Patella sites
Evidence of a
love-hate relationship?
1934 role for Claudette. briefly
Birth cerl.. e.g.
Casualty of
German reunification
"Kinsey" star Neeson
Olds Cutlass model
Syrup brand
Cutting the mustard
Moray catcher
Out of concern that

Developer's unit
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REDS
From Paqe 6
catchers available in the draft.
"He's very polished." said
Chris Buckley, the Reds' senior
director of amateur scouting.
The Reds took catcher Devin
Mesoraco, a Pennsylvania prep
star, with the !5th overall pick
in lune 2007. Mesoraco spent his
first three years of professional
baseball at the rookie and Class
A levels, struggling to hit consistently. He was moved up to
Double-A this year.
When Grandal was still
available at the 12th spot,
the Reds didn't hesitate to get
another catcher.

"There's so few everyday
catchers across the minor
leaques, that we just didn't
think we could pass on him."
Chris Buckley | Scouting Directc
"It's such a hard position to
find," Buckley said. "There's so
few everyday catchers across the
minor leagues, or even in the
major leagues, that we just didn't
think we could pass on him."
The Reds have had good success with their top picks lately.
Four of the last six are in the
majors — right-hander Homer

Bailey (2004), right fielder lay
Bruce (2005), center fielder Drew
Stubbs (2006) and right-hander
Mike Leake (2009).
It's the second time in three
years that the Reds took a player
from Miami in the first round.
They got first baseman Yonder
Alonso with the seventh overall
pick in 2008.

You open the paper everyday, what would you like
to see? This is your paper, we just print it!

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

BGViews com

NEWS
Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG Newt will not knowingly accept
advertisements that diicrimimm*, oi
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race,
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin.
M-XII.II orientation, dlubllliy status as a
veteran, or on the basis ofanyut her legally
protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to decline.
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those Inund lo be defamatory.
lacking in (actual basis, misleading or false
in nature. All advertisements are sith|cci
to editing and approval.

Send us your story suggestions and
ideas to thenews@bgnews.com!

or

For Rent

For Rent

"1 -5 BR houses, next to campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, also 2BR apt. eft + rms..must
go. MAKE OFFER 353-0325. 9a-9p
tree Internet, see CartyRentals.com

5BR, 5 person house.
all amenities, close to campus
August to August lease, $1100'mo
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

1 BR apts, ideal tor grad students.
and 3BR apt. all avail NOWI
Close to campus, call 419-352-5414.

S350/mo. utilities included.

1 BR apt, close to campus.
available NOW and August!
Call 419-708-9981
1 BR apt. near campus,
$475/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www.bgapartments.com

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Looking lor music student for private
in-home trumpet lessons tor a teen.

Contact: sismet2@bgsu.edu

3BR, each w/ private lull bath,
close to campus. S900/mo.
Call 419-708-9981.

5BR, 2 bath home. 617 N Main,
avail Aug, laundry rm. kitch appl incl.
$1400/mo, call 419-722-1371.

pisanellos.com
i^^,

I

VILLAGE

We Deliver
Great
Dinners.

APARTMENTS

x Apartments Available *

1

Rooms equipped with
fridge & microwove

* Minutes from BGSU •

• King or 2 double beds
• Free cable TV

* Pet friendly if >mmunity *

• Free local calls

* Gas included *

• Hair dryer & coffee
maker available in room

SPECIAL SUMMER fO
RATES AVAILABLE! 1=J

Right Across from BGSU!

HOUSING

$439.00/monrh

Located at
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

iftiS. MiinSc.-Hl.

429.352.5222

4«9-.'*52-6.'{.-$5

T>r«*(on*

tell us online 6

ur coupon menu at

UVaW
203N.Moin ™«*
352-51661
$6 50 Minimum
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Basement Apt., Near Campus
THE LOWEST OUT THE DOOR TIRE STORE

Call 419-352-5882
3 BR townhouse. lease lor 2010 sty.
5th St, clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

Nice 2BR house, near campus
new inside, energy efficient.
S750/mo. Call 419-352-5882.
Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util, cable. WiFi.
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG.com

i&

419-353-7715
www.varsitysquareapts.com
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Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices

STOP
by our office A
k up the
I Listings!

iCr«---

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
• EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES
(Full for May. 1 and 2 BR only for August)

Across from ALDI

AUTO SERVICE CEHTERS*.
■ cMnllHn

Subleaser wanted Aug-May.
Free cable & Wi-Fi, $177/mo * elec
Call 740-502-9428 for more info
What would you do
lor a Klondike Bar?
Treat yourself to a tour
of Varsity Square and we'll treat you
to a free Klondike bar!

11131

Efficiencies, One and
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or at the rental office located at:

m

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
.419 K. Woosler Street. Kimling tireen. OH
1.ot'Jted Across From laCO Bell.
RECTAL OFFICE (41») 354-22M
Hours- Maadt) t» Frtdaj • X:.W> to 5:30 • Saturdav ■ Xi.lf) to 5:00

For more information or lo schedule a show ing. please call the Rental Office. WE CAN HELP YOU!

"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 for specials on deposits and rent or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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